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Abstract|In this tutorial talk the basic principles of ana-
log decoders, equalizers and source decoders are explained.
While the transmitter uses digital signal representation (i.e
tailbiting convolutional and turbo codes) the receiver is real-
ized as a fully analog circuit, allowing VLSI implementation
at higher speed and less power consumption. A proof-of-
concept analog VLSI implementation is reported. As a case
study a fully analog receiver for FEC{coded PCM signals is
described.
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I. Introduction

In many areas source signals are still analog and the
signals we send over transmission channels are also ana-
log waveforms. For example, a cellular phone for speech
accepts and transmits analog signals. Why going digital
in between? There are good reasons for this of course,
for instance we want to utilize the rich algebraic struc-
ture of error correcting coding. But we have already learnt
that soft values used at the reveiver are better than bi-
nary values, and the success of `turbo' decoding is due
to the exchange of soft information between constituent
decoders. Here we will describe highly parallel and non-
linear networks, performing the task of equalization, chan-
nel decoding and source reconstruction in a fully analog
way. We will use in the analog networks turbo-feedback in
several ways, but iterations are not discrete, but time con-
tinuous. These networks were �rst suggested in [Hag98b],
[Loel98] and [HW98]. A broader introduction can be found
in [HOMM99]. Performance is demonstrated by solving
the network's non-linear di�erential equations and by al-
ready existing analog VLSI circuits (see [MGYH00]and
[LUST99]). Such circuits use much less power at a higher
speed than digital processors. Thus the borderline between
analog and digital might shift in the analog direction.

II. Analog Decoders in VLSI

Using log-likelihood ratios(LLR) L(x) = P (x=0)
P (x=1) of bi-

nary values x and soft-bits tanh(L(x)=2), the basics of ana-
log decoders are described. The binary addition as used
in parity check equations and in sub-trellises is represented
by the so-called boxplus function involving nonlinear tanh{
elements. It turns out that LLR are represented by di�er-
ential voltages in a VLSI circuit and the soft-bits by dif-
ferential currents. The boxplus and summing elements are
realized by nine-transistor circuit. From these elements the
trellis is built up in hardware and performs the functions
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of an APP decoder with the BCJR algorithm. Especially
decoding of tail-biting convolutional codes and turbo de-
coding �ts well into this analog circuit setup. Extensions
to equalizers and coded DPSK systems will be mentioned.

III. An All Analog Receiver for

Convolutionally Encoded PCM samples

Analog networks for channel decoding can be further ex-
tended to source decoding, �rst proposed in [HOMM99]).
Since our analog decoder produces soft outputs, we can get
a slight performance improvement in source decoding using
the analog output values or the 'soft' bits of the channel de-
coder instead of the hard decisions. As an example, PCM
reconstruction based on the analog output of the channel
decoder can also be implemented in an simple analog cir-
cuit. Hence, both analog techniques for channel decoding
and source decoding can be integrated in one analog cir-
cuit.
We use here a samples of an correlated analog Gaussian
source represented by PCM codewords and subsequently
channel encoded with an overhead-free tailbiting convolu-
tional code with unequal error protection. The fully analog
receiver accepts the soft matched �lter channel outputs and
delivers the analog source signal. Turbo processing between
the correlated source values and the analog tailbiting net-
work decoder is included. Simulation results of the analog
circuit show the expected performance and the feasibility
of an analog VLSI implementation. No digital signal pro-
cessing nor any D/A converter are required. Although the
transmitter uses digital encoding (PCM and convolutional
codes) the receiver is almost fully analog. Thus we perform
a full swing from analog sources to digital coding and back
to analog receivers.
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